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1 Lecture
In the last decades Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) has
started to focus attention on persuasive technologies having
the goal of changing users’ behavior and attitudes according
to a predefined direction. In this talk we show how some of
the techniques employed in such technologies trigger some
well known cognitive biases by adopting a strategy relying
on logical fallacies (i.e. forms of reasoning which are log-
ically invalid but psychologically persuasive). In particular,
I will show how the mechanisms reducible to logical falla-
cies are used to design web and mobile interfaces in domains
ranging from the e-commerce to the jihadist propaganda. I
will also show how this evidence led to the development
of a persuasion matrix unveiling the direct correspondence
between fallacious arguments and some of the most com-
mon techniques used by the persuasive technologies [Lieto
and Vernero, 2013]. Additional experiments have used such
matrix to show an effective influence of fallacious-reducible
techniques, adopted in web technologies, on human users [Li-
eto and Vernero, 2014]. The exploration and the relative effi-
cacy of these techniques as digital nudges has been also suc-
cessfully tested in the context of news recommendation [Gena
et al., 2019] and persuasive robots [Augello et al., 2021].
The final part of the talk will be devoted to point out the
potential ethical dangers related to the misuse of these tech-
niques in the design of persuasive technologies.
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